This research paper proposed alternatives method for off-line handwriting character recognition in structural approach. The task of character segmentation and normalisation is quite costly when processing large data, especially on off-line handwriting recognition with structural approach. The main idea of this paper is to model a handwritten character into string graph representation. The purpose of those model is to provide ability in improving recognition accuracy without relying in normalisation technique. The graph consists of several edges that indicate the connected vertices. The vertices are the curves that make the character. The curve is extracted by analyzing the character's chain code, and it's string feature is created using certain rules. In this paper, the similarity distance between graph is measured using approximate subgraph matching and string edit distance method. The recognition experiment conducted by comparing both methods on alphabet and number character images taken from ETL-1 AIST Database. We also did recognition accuracy comparison with another related works in number and alphabet handwritten character recognition. The recognition accuracy of levenshtein distance is better than approximate subgraph matching. It also has competitive performance with another method in same class.
Introduction
Offline text handwriting recognition is a process to recognizing human's handwriting from a scanned paper document and made available in the form of a binary or gray scale image to the recognition algorithm 10 . In real application, handwriting recognition used to recognize bank check 16 and recognize address of city's name on German 1 . Handwriting recognition also has important role in handwritten text document recognition archived in digital form 11 . Recognition on unconstrained handwriting today is a difficult challenge because there are many variant of handwriting style 13 . Even after 30 years of research and achievement in handwriting recognition, the development of a general-purpose system which able to recognize unconstrained handwritting text is still an open problem 3 . Handwriting recognition has been researched on many variety of text. There are research on Arabic handwriting 6 , Chinese handwriting 17 , english latin handwriting 8 , and even for mathematic problem solving 4 . Handwriting recognition is a process to transform the language in its graphical spatial into its symbolic representation. Handwriting data usually obtained by by scanning the text in paper or write using stylus pen on electronic device, which are distinguished as off-line and on-line handwriting respectively. In on-line handwriting, the two dimension coordinates of handwritten text are saved by sequentially ordered. The order of writing available directly. In off-line handwriting, only finished handwritten text that available in the form of image. The image need to be processed to get get the information of handwriting shape in coordinate. Therefore, the handwriting recognition speed of on-line handwriting is faster than off-line handwriting.
The common process in off-line handwriting recognition are classification, distance measure, making prototype, feature extraction, preprocessing, and knowledge acquisition from training data. In Some classification technique that familiar in handwriting recognition are Neural Network 5 , k-Nearest Neighbour
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, and Support Vector Machine 12, 22 . Those classification technique considered as statistical based approach, where the features extracted are labeled by using statistical means. Another approach is structural based, where the feature extracted is labeled by analyzing it's structure. One of the is ressearch of Hidden Markov Model based for word recognition 2 . Keypoints extracted as feature from character's skeleton and adding connection points to create the graph representation. To measure similarity between graph, the graph converted into feature vector and the similarity calculated using graph edit distance. Hidden Markov Model for number recognition also researched 21 . The research also performed on Hangul character recognition 7 , where the feature extracted based on the primitive stroke model and hierarchical random graph is used to represent structure of stroke connection. The matching score between graphs is not acquired by similarity function, but by probabilistic measures.
To recognize handwritten text, segmentation stage comes before the feature extraction stage. The segmentation procedures are usually consist of text line segmentation, word segmentation, and character segmentation. Logically we can see that the handwritten text are collections of words and the words are collections of characters. If we see the text as graph, then the words will be their vertices. In smaller scope, the words also can be seen as smaller graph consists of character as it's vertices. If we see into smaller detail, the characters are seen as the subgraph of words graph, which consists of connected curves (directly or indirectly). Those curves can be considered as the smallest elements of text that connecting to form graph of character, word, and the text itself. To improve recognition accuracy, the process relied on normalisation technique i.e. slant correction and skew correction. Those technique are required to reduce the error on recognition caused by diversity in handwriting style.
This paper proposed two methods of structural based offline handwriting character recognition that using graph to represent the character structure, and curves as the graph elements. The curves will be modeled as a sequence of string, obtained using certain rule that considering the curves shape directionality. We experiment using two method to measure the similarity distance between character's graph feature. The first method is approximate subgraph matching 9 to generate any possible candidate matching between two graphs. The second method is string edit distance, where the character's graph feature converted into string representation, and the edit distance between strings measured. The string edit distance algorithm using Levenshtein distance method 19 and related work using levenshtein distance for on-line handwriting recognition is also mentioned 20 . The proposed method scheme for feature extraction can be seen in Fig. 1 and the scheme for recognizing using both method can be seen in Fig. 2 . The experiment conducted to evaluate the proposed method accuracy and compares it with the accuracy of another method mentioned in 5, 22, 15, 21 . This research uses handwritten character images of number and alphabet dataset taken from ETL-1 Database of Electrotechnical Laboratory National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST).
This paper is organized as follows: Sections 2, 3 and 4 descripe the preprocessing, curve feature extraction and graph based representation, respectively. Section 5 present the experimental analysis and results. Conclusions are presented in section 6. 
Preprocessing

Tresholding
Thresholding process is necessary to convert the image into binary image. Thresholding has two approach, global thresholding and local thresholding. Global thresholding will calculate a value as threshold based on whole pixel of image. The value will applied to each pixel to decide whether the pixel is foreground or background. Local thresholding calculate different value of thresholding for each pixel of image, based on the neighbouring pixel. In our experiment, we use Otsu's global thresholding 14 to convert the input handwritten character image into binary image. Otsu's thresholding method involves iterating through all the possible threshold values and calculating a measure of spread for the pixel levels each side of the threshold, i.e. the pixels that either fall in foreground or background. The aim is to find the threshold value where the sum of foreground and background spreads is at its minimum. Fig. 3 is the example of thresholding result. Images in the left side are the original image, while images in the right side are the thresholding result.
Thinning
Thinning process applied to the binarized image in order to obtain the skeleton of character image. The thinning algorithm used in this paper is Zhang & Suen's 18 . The Zhang Suen algorithm consists of successive of two basic steps applied to the contour points of the given region, where a contour is any pixel with value 1 and having at least one 8-neighbour valued 0. Fig. 4 is the example of the thinning result. The images in left side are images from thresholding result that the color is inverted, while the images in right side are the thinning result. 
Feature Extraction
The feature extraction processes consists of two procedure: curve extraction and string feature represesentation.
Curve Extraction
Thresholding process is necessary to convert the image into binary image. Thresholding has two approach, global thresholding and local thresholding. Global thresholding will calculate a value as threshold based on whole pixel of image. The value will applied to each pixel to decide whether the pixel is foreground or background. Local thresholding calculate different value of thresholding for each pixel of image, based on the neighbouring pixel. The curve extracted from the skeleton image of character by using connected component analysis method. For each component identified, the skeleton is iterated from left to right to extract it's chain code feature. While processing the chain code feature extraction, sets of point will be declared as a curve using following rules Chain code segmentation. The curve can only consists of maximum 3 kinds of code. Those 3 kinds code group are "1,2,3", "5,6,7", "3,4,5", and "7,8,1". While iterating the skeleton pixel, if the direction of next pixel is cannot included in current group direction, then current curve will be saved and the next pixel will begin as new curve. Fig. 5 is the 8-neighbour direction code that we use in this paper. The middle are represent current pixel, and the next pixel's direction represented as number ranged from 1 to 8 as seen in the picture. Branch taking. If a curve meet branch while extracting chain code, then the current curve will be saved, and new curve will be extracted.
End of component. When there is no pixel to visit, then current curve will be saved.
Every point's coordinate on curve will be transformed with the first point of curve serve as origin point. The examples of exracted curve can be seen in Table 1 . 
String Feature Representation
The curves extracted will be represented in string contains information about the curve . The pattern of a curve is created using following rules :
Representation length adjustment. If the curve's size is not equal or longer than the length requested, then the length will be adjusted until the condition accepted. Points selection. The points taken is based on the length of representation after adjusted. Those points split the curve into approximately same size e.g. if the curve's size is 16 and the representation length requested is 4, then the points taken to represent the curve will be point number 4, 8, 12 and 16. The string will be decided by conditions : (1) if the point is closer to x-axis line, then it is "x" if x-axis value is positive and "-x" if it is negative, (2) if the point is closer to y-axis line, then it is "y" if y-axis value is positive and "-y" if it is negative, and (3) if the point has same distance to both line, then it is "z" if both axis value are positive, "-z" if only x-axis value is negative, "+z" if only y-axis value is negative, and "-+z" if both axis value are negative. Fig. 6 is the picture of area to map the curve's points into string representation on coordinate cartesius. Examples of string feature representation from a curve can be seen in Table 2 . 
Graph String Representation
The curve feature extracted in the previous process are can be described as connected at some point, whether it directly connected or indirectly connected. The nodes of the graph is curve's string representation, and edges connecting the vertices is labeled by "t" and "f" which represent directly connected and indirectly connected respectively. The string representation of character's structure graph created using following rules :
The graph is represented by describing all edges that make the graph's structure.
The string representation of a curve is written as the curve's vertex number first, followed by it's string feature representation separated by slash symbol.
Edge indicates the two connected curve and label of the edge indicates the connecting state. The edge's string representation consists of both connected curves string representation separated by comma and enclosed by parenthesis. The edge label written before the parenthesis. The first curve of the graph is always stated to connecting with a null curve. The null curve's string representation is "-1/null".
All edges that make the graph's structure are written in single line of string, separated by semicollon. The examples of string graph representation from a character can be seen in Table 3 . Table 3 . String Graph Representation Examples
Original Image
String Graph Representation t(0/zzzz,-1/null); t(1/-z-z-z-z,0/zzzz); t(2/-x-x-x-x,1/-z-z-z-z); t(3/zzzz,2/-x-x-x-x); t(4/xxxx,3/zzzz); t(5/-+z-+z-+z-+z,4/xxxx); t(6/+z+z+z+z,5/-+z-+z-+z-+z); t(0/xxxx,-1/null); t(1/-x-x-z-z,0/xxxx); t(2/-+z-+z-x-x,1/-x-x-z-z); t(3/xxxx,2/-+z-+z-x-x); t(4/zzzz,3/xxxx); t(5/zzzz,4/zzzz); t(6/xxxx,5/zzzz);
Classification
In this paper we experiment using two classification method, string edit distance and approximate subgraph matching.
Approximate Subgraph Matching
The string representation of character's graph is splitted using regex and mapped into vertex and edge. The vertex of the graph is matched using string edit distance. We set the distance threshold value for node matching as 1, so every matched node with the distance more than 1 will not be accepted. Those value taken in assumption that there is only slight different in curve length expected, since the string pattern of curve supposed to covers various invariant features of curve's structure.
Approximate subgraph matching will generated any possible combination of matched node between graphs, and measured the distance by taking account the graph structure and edge label. To find possible combination, algorithm will find the matched start node, then calculating the structure distance and label distance of the graph. The structure distance is measured by calculating the pairwise shortest distance. The label distance is measured by calculating the difference size on list of label between graphs. The subgraph distance value is measured by calculating the addition of structure distance and label distance.
Levenshtein Distance
Levenshtein distance algorithm is a string edit distance algorithm which utilize dynamic programming for its operation. Levenshtein distance is the minimum distance required to change one string into another. The change operations are insertion, substitution and deletion, applied on each string's elements sequentially. Fig. 7 showed two examples of calculating distance between strings using Levenshtein distance. The edit distance Ds,s' between two strings s and s' is described by the following recursive relation.
(1)
The length of strings s and s' are i and j respectively, and the weight of each operations are and . The Ds,s' increases with the decreasing of similarity between the two strings. In our experiment, the operation of insertion, substitution and deletion are scored equally, thus we set 1 to each value of and . 
Experimental Analysis
Experiment has been conducted to evaluate the accuracy of proposed method. The handwritten character database image used in the experiment taken from ETL-1 Database of Electrotechnical Laboratory National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST). These dataset contains various images of number, alphabet, special character, and japanese katakana character, acquired from 1445 writers of 7 kinds of job. In our experiment, we use only number and alphabet characters dataset. A few samples from this database are shown in Fig. 8 .
Data
On approximate subgraph matching method, test performed on total 1000 and 2600 sets data handwritten character images of number and alphabet respectively. The 3600 images consists of 100 images for each label on number character (0-9) and alphabet character (A-Z). The training operation used 10% of each label's image as training data. The procedure is to extract the string graph representation of each images and labeled it. The string graph representation are stored as the knowledge for the classification procedure. On string edit distance method, test performed on total 8826 and 22647 sets data handwritten character images of number and alphabet respectively. Each data sets contains different number of images for each label. We did training operation two times. The first training use 10% of images as training data, and the second one use 5% of images as training data.
Evaluation
The first experiment conducted is comparing performance between approximate subgraph matching and string edit distance method. String edit distance provided superior performance in computational cost and accuracy than the approximate subgraph matching method. The result of the test showed on Table 4 .
The second experiment is comparing performance for change applied on data training number and string curve feature representation length. The dataset of number characters used on this experiment. The reduction number of data used for training from 10% into 5% is affect to decreasing accuracy. The test result on data set of number showed that the accuracy down from 82.4% into 77.7%. But the string curve feature representation length is proved to has significant effect on classification. Accuracy is increased from 77.7% into 83.6% when using 5% data for training and string curve feature length set as 8. It gives superior performance than when using 10% data for trainig and string curve feature length set as 4. The result is showed on Table 5 . The comparative result of proposed method performance against another related research are seen in Table 6 . From these table, it can be seen that the recognition rate of Levenshtein Distance has achieved competitive performance against Hidden Markov Model 21 in same class of structural approach. The statistical approach 15, 22 still achieved superior performance in recognition rate of number recognition, but our method has competitive performance with Neural Network method 5 in alphabet recognition category. 
Conclusion
We have introduced the alternatives method of off-line structural handwriting character recognition. To provide ability in improving recognition accuracy without relied on normalisation technique, we use string sequence model to represent the curves, and graph structure for analyzing the character's structure which is also represented in string model. In this paper, we use approximate subgraph matching and levenshtein distance as the classification method. We obtained evaluation result on number and alphabet dataset. The dataset acquired from ETL-1 AIST databases that contains various character of number, alphabet, special character, and japanese katakana, acquired from 1445 writers of 7 kinds of job. The comparison result between both method shown that levenshtein distance has achieved better performance in recognition accuracy for our model. It also has competitive performance with another method in the same class.
We think that our model can be improved and optimized in further research. We can consider on using curve's position relative to the character's size in string feature model. We need to study the proposed scheme for word level recognition of off-line handwriting. We believe, by improving the model in this paper we can utilize the graph characteristic to recognize word without using character segmentation process.
